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Abstract

Rationale: Studies suggest a pathogenic role of endothelial dysfunction in chronic obstructive lung disease
(COPD). Omega-3 (n-3) polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) supplementation improves endothelial function in
other diseases but has not been examined in COPD.
Objective: We hypothesized that n-3 PUFA supplementation would improve systemic endothelial function
in COPD. We performed a pilot randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind, phase 2 superiority trial
(NCT00835289).
Methods: Adults with moderate and severe stable COPD (79% with emphysema on computed tomography
[CT]) were randomized to high-dose fish oil capsules or placebo daily for 6 months. The primary endpoint
was percentage change in brachial artery flow-mediated dilation (FMD) from baseline to 6 months. Secondary
endpoints included peripheral arterial tonometry, endothelial microparticles (EMPs), 6-minute walk distance,
respiratory symptoms, and pulmonary function.
Results: Thirty-three of 40 randomized participants completed all measurements. Change in FMD after 6
months did not differ between the fish oil and placebo arms (-1.1%, 95% CI -5.0—2.9, p=0.59). CD31+ EMPs
increased in the fish oil arm (0.9%, 95% CI 0.1—1.7, p=0.04). More participants in the fish oil arm reported at
least a 4-point improvement in the St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) compared to placebo (8
versus 1; p=0.01). There were no significant changes in other secondary endpoints. There were 4 serious adverse
events determined to be unrelated to the study (3 in the fish oil arm and 1 in the placebo arm).
Conclusion: Randomization to n-3 PUFAs for 6 months did not change systemic endothelial function in COPD.
Changes in EMPs and SGRQ suggest n-3 PUFAs might have biologic and clinical effects that warrant further
investigation.
Abbreviations: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, COPD; Omega-3, n-3; polyunsaturated fatty acid, PUFA; computed tomography,
CT; flow-mediated dilation, FMD; endothelial microparticles, EMPs; St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire, SGRQ; Chronic Obstructive
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Introduction
Chronic obstructive lung disease (COPD) is the
third-leading cause of death worldwide and the
fourth-leading cause in the United States.1 Mortality
from COPD has not dropped appreciably2 over the
last 3 decades despite large reductions in cigarette
smoking. No new classes of medical therapy have
been approved for COPD in recent years.3 Therefore,
alternative mechanistic pathways with preventative
and therapeutic implications warrant examination.
While
chronic
inflammation
and
mucus
hypersecretion resulting in small airways narrowing is
one of the major underlying mechanisms of COPD,4,5
the role of endothelial function in the pathogenesis
of COPD has been investigated and may be a
therapeutic target.6 Lung tissue from COPD patients
with significant emphysema is marked by increased
endothelial apoptosis and decreased expression of
vascular endothelial growth factor compared to normal
human lung tissue.7,8 Endothelial dysfunction of the
pulmonary arteries occurs in COPD with normoxia,
suggesting it might be an early feature of disease.9
Reduced flow-mediated dilation (FMD) of the brachial
artery and higher circulating levels of endothelial
microparticles (EMPs), non-invasive measures of
systemic endothelial function, are associated with
greater emphysema on computed tomography (CT)
and lower lung function and diffusing capacity.10-13

Omega-3 (n-3) fatty acids are polyunsaturated fatty
acids (PUFAs) characterized by a double bond at C-3 in
their hydrocarbon chain and may improve endothelial
function by enhancing the release of nitric oxide
and reduce inflammatory cytokine production.14-16
Supplementation with n-3 PUFAs (i.e., fish oil)
improved FMD and reduced circulating levels of
vascular endothelial dysfunction surface markers
in coronary artery disease.17,18 These findings for
intermediate endpoints, however, have not translated
into reduced cardiovascular events.19-21 Crosssectional and longitudinal observational studies
have been conflicting in regards to the association of
n-3 PUFA intake with risk of COPD, lung function,
and symptoms,22,23 and are potentially limited by
unmeasured confounding.
We, therefore, performed the Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease Fish Oil (COD-Fish) pilot trial
to evaluate the efficacy and safety of n-3 PUFA
supplementation among former smokers with
stable COPD, hypothesizing that randomization to
n-3 PUFAs would improve endothelial function as
measured by FMD and other measures of endothelial
health.

Methods
Study Design and Participants
COD-Fish was a prospective, randomized, placebocontrolled,
double-blinded
superiority
trial
conducted at Columbia University Medical Center
from March 2009 to October 2012. Written informed
consent was obtained from all participants. The
study’s protocol was approved by the Columbia
University Institutional Review Board. The study was
registered at clinicaltrials.gov prior to enrollment
(NCT00835289).
Full inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed
in Table S1 in the online supplement. Briefly,
participants were former smokers with at least a 10
pack-year history who were older than 40 years of age,
had post-bronchodilator forced expiratory volume in
1 second (FEV1) to forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio
<70% and post-bronchodilator FEV1< 65% predicted,
and were on a stable medical regimen for 30 days
prior to enrollment. Major exclusion criteria included
an allergy to fish or corn oil, history of cardiovascular
disease, left-sided congestive heart failure, coronary
artery disease, peripheral vascular disease, stroke,
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prior lung resection, sleep apnea, Raynaud’s
phenomenon, congenital abnormality of the arm or
hand, end stage liver disease, and history of radical
mastectomy (Table S1 in the online supplement).
After screening, participants were randomized
in a 1:1 ratio by research study coordinators to
receive 3 soft gel capsules that contained 650mg of
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) (20:5, n-3) and 182mg
of docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) (22:6, n-3) (Omax3,
Cenestra Health) for a total daily dose of 3 grams of
n-3 PUFAs or 3 soft gel capsules of placebo (corn oil,
Prevention Pharmaceuticals, Inc.) daily for 6 months.
There were no prior trials that examined the effect
of n-3 PUFAs on FMD in adults with COPD at the
design and start of this study. Therefore, the dose
and duration of our intervention were based on prior
studies that examined the effect of n-3 PUFAs on FMD
in other chronic inflammatory diseases.24,25 Inactive
ingredients in Omax3 include vitamin E/tocopherol
2294ppm, gelatin, glycerol, and purified water. The
placebo capsule had the same appearance and smell
as the active capsule unless the capsule was broken
or bitten. In order to minimize gastrointestinal effects
when starting high-dose n-3 PUFA, all participants
were instructed to take 1 capsule daily for 1 week, then
2 capsules daily for 1 week, followed by 3 capsules
daily for the remainder of the study. At each followup visit, compliance with treatment was assessed
(see the online supplement for a full description). All
participants, investigators and study personnel were
blinded to treatment assignment.
Follow-up visits occurred at 2, 4, and 6 months
from baseline. Timing of outcome assessments is
summarized in Table S2 in the online supplement.
Adverse events were summarized at every visit.

systolic blood pressure for 5 minutes to occlude the
arterial flow, then the brachial artery diameter was remeasured during reactive hyperemia and recorded at
its largest diameter for the maximum post-deflation
diameter and 1 minute after cuff deflation for the
55-65 second deflation diameter.26-28 End-diastolic
images were digitized by a frame grabber (model
LG3; Scion Corporation, Frederick, Maryland).
Brachial artery diameters were measured by a single
reader blinded to participant information using
analysis software for 3 consecutive cardiac cycles at
rest and 1-minute post-deflation. FMD was expressed
as percentage change from rest (100×[brachial artery
diameter during reactive hyperemia–diameter at
rest]/diameter at rest).
Peripheral Arterial Tonometry:
Peripheral endothelium-dependent vasodilation was
assessed by a peripheral arterial tonometry (PAT)
device (EndoPAT2000, Itamar Medical, Caesarea,
Israel) as previously described29,30 under the same
conditions as for FMD. Reactive hyperemia was
induced as for FMD. The PAT probe is a pneumatic
plethysmograph that measures pulse volume changes
providing a measure of the micro-arterial smooth
muscle tone in the fingertip. Each pulse wave was
digitally recorded continuously from 10 minutes
before cuff inflation (resting) to 10 minutes after
cuff deflation. The reactive hyperemia index (RHI)
was calculated as the ratio of the average amplitude
of the peripheral arterial tonometry signal between
90- and 120-seconds post-deflation divided by the
average amplitude of the signal of the resting period.
RHI values from the study finger were normalized to
a control finger on the other hand.29

Study Endpoints
Flow-mediated Dilation:
FMD was measured using a standardized protocol as
previously described.10,26 Briefly, participants fasted,
avoided exercise, and withheld all oral medications for
8 hours and rested in a supine position for 15 minutes
prior to measurement. Brachial artery diameter was
measured at least 3cm to 7cm above the antecubital
fossa of the right arm using B-mode ultrasound with
a 15-MHz linear array transducer (SONOS 5500;
Philips, Andover, Massachusetts). A blood pressure
cuff (automatic sphygmomanometer, Dinamap) was
inflated to 200mmHg or at least 50mmHg above the

Endothelial Microparticles:
The preparation and measurement of EMP have been
previously described.11,31,32 Venous blood samples
were drawn into citrated tubes after participants
underwent at least an 8-hour fast. EMPs were assayed
within 2 hours of phlebotomy. Fifty µL aliquots
of platelet-poor plasma was incubated with the
following:
(1) 4µL of phycoerythrin-conjugated (PE)
monoclonal antibody for CD31 (AbD Serotec,
Cat. no. MCA 1738 PE) and 4µL of fluorescein
isothiocyante-conjugated (FITC) monoclonal
antibody to CD42b (AbD Serotec, Cat. no. MCA
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740F);
(2) 4µL of PE-conjugated monoclonal antibody to
CD51 (AbD Serotec, Cat. no. MCA 757 PE) plus
4μL of FITC-conjugated monoclonal antibody to
CD42b; and
(3) 4µL of PE-conjugated monoclonal antibody to
CD62E (BD, Cat. no. 551145).
Flow cytometry was performed on a BD FACSCalibur.
EMPs were defined as microparticles positively
labeled by CD31 and negatively labeled by CD42
(CD31+ EMP); positively labeled by CD51 and
negatively labeled by CD42 (CD51+ EMPs); and
positively labeled by CD62E (CD62E+ EMPs). CD42
labeling was used in conjunction with CD31 and
CD51 to exclude the unintended measurement of
platelet microparticles. The threshold for particle size
on forward light scatter was first determined using
1.5 µm calibrator beads (Bang Laboratories, Inc), and
the number of EMPs (CD31+, and separately CD51+,
and CD62E+) with size <1.5µm was counted at a
medium flow rate for a 30-second period. Standard
beads were used to convert flow cytometer counts
to an estimate of number of EMPs per µL of blood.
Appropriate FITC- and PE-labeled isotype-matched
mouse monoclonal immunoglobulin G was used
to determine non-specific binding of fluorescent
antibodies.

Lung Function and Diffused Capacity of the Lungs
for Carbon Monoxide:
Pre- and post-bronchodilator spirometry were
conducted in accordance with American Thoracic
Society/European Respiratory Society (ATS/ERS)
guidelines on a dry-rolling-sealed spirometer
(Occupational Marketing, Inc., Houston, Texas).33,34
Post-bronchodilator spirometry was performed
15 to 20 minutes after inhalation of 2 puffs of
albuterol (180mcg). COPD was defined as a postbronchodilator FEV1/FVC ratio <70%.35,36 COPD
severity was classified as moderate, FEV1 50%-80%
predicted; severe, FEV1 30%-50% predicted; and
very-severe, FEV1<30% predicted.3,37 Predicted
values were calculated using Hankinson reference
equations with a 0.88 correction for Asians.34,38
Single-breath diffused capacity of the lungs for
carbon monoxide (DLCO) was measured at baseline
and at 6 months with an EasyOne Pro DLCO (Ndd
Medical Technologies, Andover, Massachusetts)
following ATS/ERS guidelines.39 The average of all

acceptable tests (minimum of 2 tests) was reported.
Breath-hold time was assessed by the method of
Jones and Meade.40
Six-Minute Walk Test:
The 6-minute walk test (6MWT) was performed in
accordance with guidelines at each study visit.41
Questionnaires:
Quality of life and dyspnea were assessed with the
St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) and
the modified Medical Research Council (mMRC)
dyspnea scale.42-44
Other Measures:
Standing height and weight was measured with a
balance scale and rod. Smoking status was selfreported by the participant and verified using
NicAlert45 cotinine test strips in saliva. At the last
study visit, participants were asked in a questionnaire
whether they thought they received placebo or the
study treatment to assess adequacy of randomization.
Emphysema was determined based on reports from
available CT scans performed prior to enrollment in
the trial.
Statistical Analysis
The primary endpoint was the absolute betweengroup difference in the change in percentage FMD
from baseline to the end of the trial at 6 months.
Secondary endpoints included absolute betweengroup differences in changes in RHI, EMPs, pulmonary
function, 6-minute walk distance (6MWD), SGRQ
and the mMRC dyspnea scale. We used linear mixedeffects models to examine between-group changes in
FMD, secondary end points, and lipids following the
intention-to-treat principle. We modeled all repeated
outcome measurements with random slope and
intercept terms in addition to an interaction between
randomized assignment and time. This model has
the advantage of allowing for repeated endpoints,
controlling for potential imbalances at baseline
randomization due to the small sample size and
treating missing endpoint data as missing at random.
Also, a normal range for FMD and RHI have not been
determined as prior studies have shown a wide range
of these values in healthy adult populations, which is
why we assessed the change in FMD and RHI over
time using linear mixed-effects models.26 Endpoints
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were treated as continuous terms and, when clinically
significant thresholds were available (e.g., 4-point
improvement in their SGRQ score from baseline to
the end of the study46), as dichotomous terms using
the chi-square test.
Using an observed mean change in FMD with
high-dose n-3 PUFA supplementation of 0.085 mm
compared to a mean change of 0.08 mm in the placebo
group based on a prior study,24 we estimated 80%
power to detect a between-group difference of 0.08
mm with a sample size of 18 participants in each arm
using a 2-tailed alpha of 0.05. To account for a 10%
dropout rate, we recruited a total of 40 participants
into the trial. Analyses were performed using SAS
version 9.4 (SAS Institute).

Results
Baseline Characteristics
The randomized sample included 40 participants,
20 in each arm (Figure 1). Baseline characteristics
are summarized in Table 1. All participants had at
least moderate COPD and reported no active use of
nicotine-containing products, which was confirmed
by NicAlert testing. A total of 34 participants had CT
data available, of which 27 (79%) had emphysema. At
baseline, the fish oil arm had a higher mean 6MWD,
lower systolic and diastolic blood pressure and fewer
statin users than the placebo arm. On average at each
visit, 3 participants in each treatment arm were unable
to perform the 6MWT due to contraindications or
requiring wheelchair assistance. EMP measurements
were incomplete primarily due to insufficient blood
collection, the participant refusing to provide blood
at the study visit, or poor function of the antibodies
for labeling.
Primary Endpoint
The mean (standard deviation [SD]) percentage of
pills taken at the end of the study were 79 (27) and 86
(15) in the fish oil and placebo arms, respectively. The
mean percentage change over 6 months in FMD was
-2.6% (95% CI -5.6 to 0.3) among those randomized
to fish oil and -1.6% (95% CI -4.5 to 0.3) among
those randomized to placebo (Table 2). There was no
evidence for a difference in the percentage change in
FMD by study arm assessed as the mean difference
in maximum post-deflation diameter (-1.1%; 95%
CI -5.0 to 2.9; p=0.59) or 55-65 second deflation

diameter (-1.1%; 95% CI -3.7 to 1.6; p=0.42). When
we excluded participants using supplemental oxygen,
our findings were unchanged (Table S3 in the online
supplement).
Secondary Endpoints
There was no evidence for effect on the secondary
measure of systemic endothelial function in RHI
(Table 2).
Plasma CD31+ EMPs increased in the fish oil group
by 0.6% (95% 0.2 to 1.1) and were unchanged in the
placebo group yielding a difference of 0.9% between
the fish oil and placebo groups (95% CI 0.1 to 1.7,
p=0.04). CD62E+ and CD51+ EMPs also increased
with fish oil compared to placebo but these differences
included the null value in their 95% confidence
intervals (Table 2).
The SGRQ score decreased by 2.5 (95% CI -10.0 to
5.0) in the fish oil group and increased by 3.2 (95% CI
-5.5 to 12.0) in the placebo group without a significant
difference between groups (p=0.32) (Table 2). Eight
participants in the fish oil arm had a decrease of
at least 4 points in the SGRQ score compared to 1
participant in the placebo arm (p=0.01).
The 6MWD did not differ between the fish oil and
placebo arms (Table 2). However, improvement in the
post-6MWT SpO2 (oxygen saturation) in the fish oil
group approached statistical significance (3.9%, 95%
CI -1.1 to 8.8, p=0.12).
There was no evidence of differences in spirometry
or diffusing capacity measures between the fish oil
and placebo arms (Table 2). Eighteen (49%) of the
37 participants who completed the end-of-study
questionnaire guessed their treatment assignment
incorrectly.
Adverse Events
None of the participants had an allergic response to
fish oil or placebo. During the intervention period,
2 participants had serious adverse events (SAEs).
One participant (n-3 PUFA) had a spontaneous
pneumothorax that required a hospitalization
and was resolved with chest tube placement and
pleurodesis and another participant (placebo) died
from septic shock secondary to pneumonia. Two
participants had SAEs during the post-intervention
period: COPD exacerbation (n-3 PUFA) that
required a 1-day hospitalization and acute renal
insufficiency (n-3 PUFA) secondary to medications
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unrelated to the study which resolved without the
need for dialysis. The SAEs were determined to be
unrelated to the study by the research team and
safety monitoring board. Further details regarding
these events are in the online supplement (Table S4).
There were no significant changes in lipids or alanine
aminotransferase levels from baseline to 6 months
between the fish oil and placebo groups (Table 3).

Discussion
The n-3 PUFA supplementation did not change
systemic endothelial function in stable COPD over 6
months as assessed by FMD in this pilot randomized
clinical trial. Among secondary endpoints, plasma
CD31+ EMPs increased and a clinically significant
improvement in the SGRQ was more common in the
fish oil arm compared to placebo.

Prior studies have shown that n-3 PUFA
supplementation improves systemic endothelial
function (as measured by FMD) in adults with
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and systemic
lupus erythematosus.14,17,24,47 Although other
studies, including those randomizing patients
without these diseases, have been negative.48 Such
protective effects have been attributed to reducing
circulating triglycerides leading to decreased release
of plasminogen activator-inhibitor-1 and increased
release of nitric oxide by endothelial cells,49,50 which
may be relevant to COPD.6 Despite these trials and
evidence of endothelial dysfunction in COPD, there
was no evidence for improvement in endothelial
function assessed by FMD, or by EndoPAT, in the
current study. Possible reasons for the null findings
for FMD in the current study include disease severity,
assay sensitivity of the trial, statin use and non-
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adherence. A high percentage of study participants
had severe COPD in whom FMD may be more a
function of hypoxemia and, therefore, less amenable

to therapy. Endothelial dysfunction in COPD extends
to mild COPD,9 a group that may be more amenable
to effects of n-3 PUFAs. Prior studies that showed
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marked increases in FMD with n-3 PUFAs had larger
sample sizes (n>60) compared to this study of 40
participants.47,48 Although there was no suggestion
of benefit for FMD, the n-3 PUFA composition varied
compared to prior studies, which had higher doses of
DHA,47,51 and bronchodilators might have interfered
with measurements. Statins have a large effect on
FMD and were used more commonly in the placebo
than intervention group, which might have biased
our study to the null.52 Non-adherence to treatment
is another consideration as the triglycerides levels
in the fish oil group did not significantly decrease.
Protocol compliance, although high overall, was lower
in the fish oil arm compared to placebo arm, which
may have biased results toward the null. We did not
measure DHA and EPA levels in the participants’
blood to confirm treatment adherence or dosage
effect.
Nonetheless, we observed a change in plasma
CD31+ EMPs in the fish oil group, which suggests
an effect, albeit in the opposite direction of that
hypothesized and observed in a recent small trial of
adults at risk for cardiovascular disease.53 CD31+
EMPs are vesicles shed from endothelial plasma
membranes upon perturbation, and CD31+ EMPs are
markers of endothelial cell apoptosis.32 CD31+ EMPs
are elevated in smokers and adults with COPD and are
associated with greater disease severity, emphysema,
and exacerbations in cross-sectional studies.11,54
This finding suggests that n-3 PUFAs have a biological
effect on the endothelium in COPD, although
whether it may deleterious or beneficial is unclear.
Pre-clinical studies have shown DHA may induce
cellular apoptosis via phosphorylation of p53 and
induction of caspase 3 activation, including vascular
smooth and human endothelial cells.55,56 DHA was a
large component of the n-3 supplementation we used
which may have contributed to our EMP findings

in the opposite hypothesized direction. We exercise
caution in over-interpretation of this finding as this
was a secondary endpoint and we did not statistically
correct for multiple secondary outcomes.
More participants in the fish oil group than the
placebo group reported improvement in their SGRQ.
This may be a false positive or might suggest that
n-3 PUFAs might have some benefit in COPD by
other mechanisms. Arachidonic acid (AA, 20:4,
n-6), an omega -6 fatty acid, is highly prevalent in
inflammatory cell membranes and is a precursor to
eicosanoids that are key inflammatory mediators.57
Decreased production of these eicosanoids
(prostaglandin E2 and 4 series-leukotrienes)
following intake of DHA and EPA has been described
in humans.58,59 Reduced bronchial inflammation
and AA-derived eicosanoid secretion by leukocytes
following omega-3 supplementation has been
observed in sensitized allergic asthmatics.60 DHA
and EPA are agonists of peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor gamma (PPAR-gamma), which is
a nuclear hormone receptor that is expressed in the
airway epithelium.61 DHA and EPA are precursors
to specialized pro-resolving lipid mediators (SPMs)
that are critical in the resolution of inflammation.62
Treatment of human macrophages with n-3
derived SPMs attenuates cigarette smoke-induced
inflammation as serum and bronchoalveolar lavage
fluid SPM levels are reduced in patients with COPD.63
Our study has several limitations. Despite
randomization and achieving our enrollment goal and
blinding, there was still an imbalance of characteristics
between the fish oil and placebo arms. We cannot
completely rule out that vitamin E, a component of
our fish oil treatment that has antioxidant properties,
may have contributed to our positive findings (ex.
change in SGRQ). However, the dose of vitamin E in
our study was much lower than doses used in prior
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clinical trials.64 There were more calcium channel
blocker (CCB) users in the placebo arm than fish oil
arm. CCBs have been shown to increase FMD, and,
therefore, may have biased our results to the null.65
We did not have complete primary and secondary
endpoint measurements in all of our participants,
which reduced the power for some endpoints. A
notable number of participants did not complete
testing for some of our secondary outcomes. This was
due to the participant’s inability to perform the testing
(ex. 6MWT) or poor blood sample collection due to
difficulty drawing blood or the participant refusing.
We did not a priori adjust for multiple secondary
outcome measurements and, therefore, interpretation
of secondary endpoints should be taken with caution.
Finally, we did not measure blood levels of DHA and
EPA to assess adherence to treatment.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, n-3 PUFA supplementation with fish
oil did not change systemic endothelial function
assessed by FMD in COPD. CD31+ EMPs increased,
suggesting an effect on the endothelium, and one
measure of overall health status improved, which
might warrant examination in larger studies.
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